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a ba Dear ure Garrison, 

“taro problens arise with , reapect to the notation _ migi06n in Oswalats address 

a boolk which raise a question about its correspondence » when decoded, with the : 

“ mpublished telephone mmber Whitehall 1-5601, The sytbols which precede the 
digits 119106" in the notebook (ZVI page 58} seem to me to represent the: | 

. . Cyrilic letters ®Dp* rather than the English letters HPOt, On another page. : 

-. of the address book (XVI page 6) Oswald bas written a series of German phrases. 

fe with theix Russien equivalents. The German "Jat! is matched vith the Russian : ) 

. _ npan and the "pt appears to be identical with the symbols which precede the 

= number h19106" on page 58. If the correct reading is RDD B A7106" decoding 

ae Would not. produce the Witltehall exchange. 
The second problen is that this nobation, which I read as “DD apns6, u 

‘eppears on. a page of the address book which seems to have been written 

8 "during | Oswald's stay in the Soviet Onions  Tiris is the inference I draw vd 

from the contents, the script, and the consistency of the ink, which is all fe 

. distinguished from the facing page of the address book which appears’ to have 
_ been written after. Oswald's return to the UsS hile it is plausible that 

: Oswald would have recorded a eryptogram of Rubyts telephone mumber sometina _ 

Oh, in 1963, it is hard to believe that Oswald would have done #0 during his 

time in the Soviet Union, 

” Perhaps these points had already occurred to you and have been overcomes : 

_. J take it for granted that, in any casey you § would wish. me to bring these 

questions to your attentions. 

‘-— hope that the material on Bogard and De Brueys has. - preived by 2 DOW 

Yours very sincerely, 7 

Sylva Meaches 

302 West 12 Street 
Kew York, Nate TOOL 


